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Introduction

Learning about people in their own context is, without a doubt, the easiest way to uncover unmet or under-
served needs. This information is the genesis for creating value for customers and, thus, is a boon to user-
centered product and offering teams. Unfortunately, anyone who has taken part in the collection and use 
of qualitative design research understands the difficulty of managing and then turning observational data 
about people’s lives into meaningful, actionable information for development. This problem magnifies with 
the amount of data gathered and is especially bad in large corporations and design consultancies.

With this in mind, Patrick Whitney and Vijay Kumar, two Professors at the Institute of Design, created the 
User Insights Tool (UIT). The UIT is a software platform for storing and accessing aggregate user research. 
The tool has gone through several iterations on two separate platforms in the past several years, first built 
in FilemakerPro and then Excel. This report outlines key learnings and concepts related to the UIT in its 
current form (Excel) and, more importantly, as a shared web-based tool. 

More specifically, this project sought to demonstrate how a software based database for design research 
could turn discrete data into scalable, re-usable, and actionable information. For this reason, the project 
focused on the practice of design research more generally rather than just the tool itself. Concepts have 
been generated for all the phases of the design research life cycle, thus, achieving more coverage and 
guaranteeing that improvement was achieved across all stages of the process. The design research activity 
life cycle using UIT has six phases, though generally these are not discrete as illustrated below.

While some basic commonalities exist between methods in most companies today, there are as many 
types of qualitative research as there are researchers. Researchers could be highly trained, untrained, 
highly educated, uneducated, professionals, or customers and users themselves. Similarly, source data 
could come as prepared research books, video or audio, transcripts, photographs, diaries, scrapbooks, 
among other types. For information to be truly scalable, reusable, and most importantly, comparable, 
some common way to interpret source data is needed. For this reason, the most important development in 
this project relates to the basic framework for capturing user observations rather than the tool itself. This 
Activities & Motivations (A&M) Framework will be covered briefly in this report and then more fully in a 
subsequent publication early in 2007. Before discussing the A&M framework and UIT system elements in 
depth, let us briefly review each stage in the design research activity life cycle. 

Research
As described in the previous paragraph, qualitative research can vary drastically in terms of form 
and content. Regardless, for the sake of the UIT, this data must concern the study of human activity 
documented in a verbally descriptive (qualitative) way. The research phase  could include interviews, 
ethnography, user generated diaries or journals, cultural probes, and the like. Research could be directed 
and focused around some specific development effort or could be more exploratory. 

Data Processing
This phase concerns taking qualitative research data in some form and translating or interpreting it in 
such a way that it can be entered into the UIT. This could happen at the point of research itself if highly 
structured research workbooks are used, less formally by professional researchers throughout their 
work, or during data entry itself. Regardless, data of different types and from different sources must 
be processed in a way that allows for comparison. It is important to note that the processing of data is 

AnalysisRetrievalData 
Entry

OutputResearch Data 
Processing

Design Research Activity Life Cycle

the Design Research Activity Life cycle
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sometimes executed by other individuals than those who collected it. For this reason, a well-understood, 
systematic set of definitions and process must be followed to product consistent results.

Data Entry
In its current form and for the foreseeable future, data entry must happen at a computer and generally 
follows the research itself. Data entry in the current tool was clearly the most arduous task and would need 
to be addressed for a system like the UIT to be adopted at a large company. Few organizations would be 
willing to pay well paid researchers to do data entry and yet it is difficult to imagine less skilled and less 
costly labor doing it acceptably. For this reason, data entry would have to be largely assisted by the system 
itself and as easy to do as cataloguing much like with flickr or de.li.cio.us.

Data processing and entry is supported by an extensible frameworks architecture. Recognizing the fact 
that companies may require research models which are different and more detailed than those used at 
the Institute of Design, the system should support the relatively easy addition of frameworks specific to 
company needs.

Retrieval
In theory, the beauty in having large sets of qualitative data would result in unique and highly valuable 
insights and opportunities for an organization. In practice, vast amounts of data present retrieval and 
collection problems. Anyone who has worked with the artifacts of qualitative research understands this 
problem well. For this reason, searching for or accessing stored data should be straight-forward, powerful, 
and flexible. In addition, “sets” of data should be easy to create, modify, and save for use and re-use by 
individuals or groups. 

Analysis
Problems with large data sets do not end with retrieval. Large volumes of qualitative research data present 
difficult analytic challenges. What should analysts compare? How can comparisons be measured? How 
does one recognize relevant patterns in data which can vary in quality and content? The Insight Matrix (a 
companion tool to the current UIT) was created for this reason and is integrated into a web-based UIT. In 
addition, there is a whole suite of comparison and visualization system elements which assist innovators 
in finding relevant patterns and insights in user behavior relative to their projects. 

Similar to the framework architecture, analysis should be built around an extensible analytic tool 
architecture. Certain “stock” tools could be used to manipulate and visualize data sets and additional 
tools could be loaded and accessed much like “plug-ins” for Excel, Photoshop, etc.

Output
Having observational research data is only so useful when accessed via a computer. At some point, 
individual observations, data sets or final analysis must be output in a form fit for physical use. Common 
current types of output like posters, books, post-its, etc., should be easy to publish for designer and non-
designer alike.
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Activities & Motivations

Social Sciences and the Design Process
The social sciences have now been in use within product development for several decades. Its value is 
taken for granted like never before, and yet, it is still not well integrated nor understood in the design 
process. Moving from one organization to the next, how development teams collect, interpret, and use 
qualitative data and the quality of results is varies dramatically. This is a result of two very significant and 
conflicting forces. 

First, traditionally trained researchers and their tools are respectively trained and built to focus on one 
aspect of human understanding. This focus has allowed the disciplines of anthropology, sociology, and 
psychology to develop deep understanding of how to interpret human activity yet have caused them 
to diverge and differentiate in how researchers describe it. This is a boon for society in terms of the 
general academic understanding of the human condition. Those trained to think in a certain way can, 
with a sophisticated eye, see and explore activities and interactions deeply, uniquely, and at length. 
They are supported by a discipline specific rhetoric and tool set. The goals and purpose for researchers 
is differentiated research and understanding itself. Unfortunately, a by-product of this sophistication is a 
difficulty in simplifying observational description to tactically useful pieces of information for development 
teams. It’s a bit like “going down the rabbit hole.” For many researchers, it is difficult to come out. 

Second, the activity of design is purpose driven and focused on integrating inputs into the best 
possible solution for some context. Note that this goal is not aligned with the goal and purpose of many 
researchers: that of doing differentiated research and understanding. Development teams must consider 
a wide range of inputs, including data from engineering, finance, marketing, and the social sciences. 
While these former types of input have a long-standing place in the development process, there is no 
common way for development teams to describe or evaluate data from the social sciences. This leaves 
researchers and data from their respective disciplines in a very ambiguous state in the process. This issue 
is exacerbated in our world of increasingly complex problems, solution sets, and interdisciplinary teams. 

Designed to be useful for Design
With this in mind, the Activities & Motivations framework was specifically designed to be useful for 
development and not purely for research itself. Using a bottom up design process focused on clustering 
hundreds of activities and related motivations, this framework was built to describe observations and 
generate insights for development teams. It is an integrative framework which treats activities and the 
cultural, sociological, and psychological reasons for behavior equally. Rather than focusing on deep 
understanding from one perspective or canon of social science, the A&M offers a broad perspective. While 
some researchers would rightly argue that a level of sophisticated understanding is lost by structuring 
observational data in this way, this project argues that for qualitative data to be powerful it must be 
consistent, re-usable, and commonly understood. (This is especially relevant when considering the UIT 
tool itself.) Additionally, one could quite easily and powerfully argue that the breadth of the Activities & 
Motivations framework provides an integrated sophistication which individual social science disciplines 
and their respective tool sets do not. Briefly, let’s outline the elements of the A&M.

an interpretive framework designed for design
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What people do – Activities
When observing people in their context, what is most readily apparent is what they are doing, i.e., their 
Activities. Qualitative research is filled with rich descriptions of individuals and their interactions with 
objects, other individuals, and groups. The “Activities” part of the A&M seeks to define a high level super 
set of actions that can describe observations. Rather than being dogmatic and siloizing modes, the A&M 
recognizes that many times multiple activities occur simultaneously. Combinations of these Activities 
Modes produce a richer understanding of some point observation.

Physical

Activity Modes

Transaction

Management   

Collaboration  

Education 

Negotiation

Communication

Confrontation

Entertainment

Consumption

Wellness 

Maintenance

Preparation

Production

Transportation

Reflection

Rest

The exchange of resources

The direct or control the use of something

Work together as a joint effort

An instructive or enlightening experience

Parties conferring in order to come to terms or reach an agreement

The exchange thoughts, messages, or information

Interaction with defiance or hostility 

Amusement, pleasure, or diversion

Eating, drinking, swallowing

Working towards good physical or mental health

The work of keeping something in “proper” condition

Making ready beforehand for a specific purpose

The manufacture or creation economic goods

Conveying passengers or goods

Spiritual issues

Cessation of work, exertion, or activity

Related to...

Activities Structure & Definitions

Social

Mind
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Why people do – Motivations
While activities are easily observable, motivations are not. The reasons for behaving in any particular way 
are depend entirely on context. One person’s motivation for gardening could be drastically different from 
anothers’ even if the activity itself is similar. Imagine flower gardening as undertaken by a hired hand in 
a wealthy neighborhood, then by a suburban husband and father of two, then on a large scale farm in an 
undeveloped country. It is easy to see activities which might be quite similar across these contexts having 
distinctly differing motivations.

“Motivations” in the A&M framework seek to define a high level super set of reasons for why humans act 
in certain ways. How it differentiates from the extensive work already done on motivations in the social 
sciences is that it integrates and levelizes the effects of culture, society, and the brain on human activity. 
Many in the social sciences will argue it is impossible to develop a system which seeks to describe activity 
across different societies, historical moments, and so on, in equal terms. However, the A&M achieves 
this through flexibility. By focusing first on observable activities and then ascribing motivations only if a 
subject or researcher clearly identifies reason(s) for some behavior, qualitative research can be described 
and compared easily by anyone with minimal training. Similarly, it can be discussed meaningfully by an 
interdisciplinary team just as easily. What is lost in depth of understanding in the terms of one specific 
social science is gained through a breadth, usefulness, and portability that is impossible using the specific 
frameworks and lexicon of only one of these disciplines. The A&M specifically seeks to make observations 
describable in terms that designers and development teams find useful.

Motivations Structure & Definitions

to be in control
to make sense
to be spiritual
to change one’s perspective
to have personal growth
to serve and provide
to indulge
to rest your mind
to rest your body
to maintain your body
to show/display identity
to display power
to distinguish yourself
to connect with society
to display relationships
to connect with friends and family
to be safe
to find agreement
because of external pressure
to avoid or put off
to make efficient
to preserve
to be rewarded
to mentor
to create new things
to have power

Humanistic

Personal 
Satisfaction &
Maintenance

Individual

Group

Dealing with 
external forces

Managing 
external forces

Affecting 
external 
context

MotivationsModes Has an effect on...

Soul, spirit, internal identity

Mental and physical state

Self, external identity

Social position and context

The impact of the ecosystem

The function of the ecosystem

The ecosystem itself
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Statements of what people do and why they do it – Insights
So there are Activities, observable actions people do, and there are Motivations, not-directly observable 
reasons for why they do them. How do these work together in the A&M framework? Simply put, the 
combination of Activities and Motivations describing a point of observation builds an insight. While more 
sophisticated than Activities + Motivations = Observational Insight, it is a reasonable conceptual model. 
Let’s explore one example.

Imagine a major food company is doing a suite of qualitative research projects. In one project, an 
observation in a home kitchen takes place where a mother takes candy away from her child and then 
reprimands the child for eating too many sweets. This point observation could be described this way using 
the A&M, “Mothers manage their children’s consumption of sweets to maintain power in the family and 
to provide wellness for it.” Described in this way, the observation becomes a powerful point of genesis for 
product teams – especially when combined and aggregated with other similar such statements. It’s quite 
possible teams could use the A&M as a starting point for design criteria. 

Needless to say, more work needs to be done fleshing out and validating the A&M, but that said, the 
possibility of a universal framework for how to describe observations in design research is too valuable  
to ignore.
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The User Insights Tool

A high level overview of what it is and what it does
The User Insights Tool as envisioned in the following pages is web-based data collection, aggregation, 
analysis, and publishing tool. Users of the tool could log in, enter qualitative research in easily 
understandable frameworks which allow for comparison, browse and select buckets of data, analyze that 
data to find patterns and higher order insights, and finally, publish results with relative ease. The Entry 
mode of the new UIT user interface is shown below, although variations exist over the remaining pages.

Mode Navigation across the top allows for quick access to any of the main functions of the UIT. Just below 
it, the Status & Search Bar documents which mode one is in, which data set is being worked on, and how 
many total observations are in the set. The left Sidebar displays all research projects, observations in the 
current data set, and saved data sets – all at a glance. These three sections are persistent and change only 
slightly dependent on mode. The largest section to the right of the Sidebar is the live area and changes 
significantly depending on the mode in which the tool is operating.

a web-based platform for making design research re-usable
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Modes Activities Project Specific

Comments

Motivations
Ingestion Drinking project specific activities

comments from any user about the observation

Notes
free form notes about this observation from the individual 
that entered the data

Transportation Walking

Communication Talking

mode activity

mode activity

To Indulge

To Connect w/ Friends & Family

motivation

motivation

motivation

Greathouse, Polly

a mom and daughter enjoy starbucks drinks on the go in
the middle of the afternoon

trips to Starbucks are a way to connect with family

talking at Starbucks is a way to connect and share 
indulgence

descriptive insight

descriptive insight

descriptive insight

Horovitz, Margo Research Book Buying coffee at Starbucks

Chicago United States

10/03/2006 Afternoon

ADD
NOTE

PRINT
OBSERVATION

ADD TO
DATA SET

SAVE

Entry: Food #2 47 of 68 total observations

Browse Publish AdminEntry Analyze Welcome, Enric 11.27.2006User Insights Tool

001 - Woman in Home
002 - At the Counter
003 - Preparing to go out
004 - Warming the car
005 - Reviewing the list
006 - Buying coffee at St
007 - Dealing with spills
008 - Daughter doing ho
009 - Boys with candy
010 - Dad in kitchen

Projects

My Data Sets

Details
Motorola - music phone
Starbucks - 

05/05 - The Mailstream
08/05 - Kids and Media
10/05 - Written Communi
11/05 - Diabetes
01/06 - McCarthur
02/06 - Food #1
04/06 - Toys and Kids
05/06 - ePayment
07/06 - BOP
08/06 - Buying Homes
09/06 - Wayfinding
10/06 - Food #2
10/06 - Whole Foods

Current Data

enter search term Search

The New UIT User Interface
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NOTE: Use this box as a guide to fit your 
screen/illustration. It will go away when 
publishing the report.

AnalysisRetrievalData 
Entry

OutputResearch Data 
ProcessingMobile Entry

What was near impossible just a few years ago has 
never been more realistic. Current and near-future 
mobile devices are powerful, have rich-multimedia 
capabilities, and connect (at least in the developed 
world) to high bandwidth networks. In our research 
of the current UIT, it was evident that entry was 
painful and arduous. While this is partially because 
of it being built on the Excel platform, it is also 
because data entry as a task is repetitive and not 
rewarding. 

By combining direct observation with entry, Mobile 
Entry could be the fastest and richest way for 
relevant data to make it into the UIT database. A 
lightweight suite of entry screens could document 

key parts of the point observation while still 
allowing researchers to come back to their desks 
to enter more detail. Similarly, photo, video, audio, 
or voice annotation during direct observation could 
support a richer data set with less overall effort.
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AnalysisRetrievalData 
Entry

OutputResearch Data 
Processing

NOTE: Use this box as a guide to fit your 
screen/illustration. It will go away when 
publishing the report.
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enter search term Search

coder coderobserver source

HF’sPOEMSAM&M Moto Comments History

Entry: Base of the Pyramid        

Select the data you want to collect:

Design your observation booklet

Generate printable template

Observer  Date   T ime   City   Country

Title   Description  Quotes  Descriptive insights

Frameworks

Motivations

POEMS (People, Objects, Environments, Messages, Services)

Human Factors (Physical, Cognitive, Social, Cultural, Emotional)

Custom: 

Notes

Space for picture

Browse Publish AdminEntry Analyze Welcome, Enric 11.27.2006User Insights Tool
Project Name

My Data Sets

Base of the Pyramid
Food Pro

AnalysisRetrievalData 
Entry

OutputResearch Data 
Processing

AnalysisRetrievalData 
Entry

OutputResearch Data 
ProcessingObservation Book Printing Assistant

Without a template, observation records can vary 
wildly in their quality. This can in turn reduce 
the quality, speed and depth of analysis on the 
collected data.  The observation template assistant 
allows the user to easily create and print a template 
for field observations, choosing a format and the 
data to be collected. This will then match the data 
entry process for the project in the UIT, making data 
entry efficient, accurate and thorough.
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NOTE: Use this box as a guide to fit your 
screen/illustration. It will go away when 
publishing the report.

AnalysisRetrievalData 
Entry

OutputResearch Data 
ProcessingEntry featuring  

pull-down and A&M

Most of what the current Excel-based version of the 
User Insights Tool does is captured in the web-
based tool within its “Entry” mode. In this mode, 
researchers entering can rapidly input and review 
all essential data richly and quickly. As one enters 
data and selects next, many of the fields are auto-
populated (processor, observer, source) and the tab 
order assists rapid input. Auto-fill and pull-downs 
(as shown above with “City”) are used whenever 
possible. 

The heart of any point observation is captured with 
the name, media, metadata (city, date, etc.), the 
observation, and the descriptive insights.

The bottom section displays A&M above, but is 
an extensible tabbed interface for working with 
frameworks within UIT. Imagine the UIT shipping 
with a set of generic frameworks like A&M, POEMS, 
HF’s, etc., yet allowing for customized ones to be 
installed as plug-ins. In this case, we reference 
“Moto”, imagining that Motorola could develop an 
observational and interpretive framework which 
could provide more specific detail and insight 
around their company’s focus: communications.
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Modes Activities Project Specific

Comments

Motivations
Ingestion Drinking project specific activities

comments from any user about the observation

Notes
free form notes about this observation from the individual 
that entered the data

Transportation Walking

Communication Talking

mode activity

mode activity

To Indulge

To Connect w/ Friends & Family

motivation

motivation

motivation

Greathouse, Polly

a mom and daughter enjoy starbucks drinks on the go in
the middle of the afternoon

trips to Starbucks are a way to connect with family

talking at Starbucks is a way to connect and share 
indulgence

descriptive insight

descriptive insight

descriptive insight

Horovitz, Margo Research Book Buying coffee at Starbucks

Chicago United States

10/03/2006 Afternoon

ADD
NOTE

PRINT
OBSERVATION

ADD TO
DATA SET

SAVE

city
Amsterdam
Austin
Baltimore
Bangalore
Boise
Boston
Chicago
Cleveland
Denver
Indianapolis
Los Angeles
New York
Seattle
Shanghai

Entry: Food #2 47 of 68 total observations

Browse Publish AdminEntry Analyze Welcome, Enric 11.27.2006User Insights Tool

001 - Woman in Home
002 - At the Counter
003 - Preparing to go out
004 - Warming the car
005 - Reviewing the list
006 - Buying coffee at St
007 - Dealing with spills
008 - Daughter doing ho
009 - Boys with candy
010 - Dad in kitchen

Projects

My Data Sets

Details
Motorola - music phone
Starbucks - 

05/05 - The Mailstream
08/05 - Kids and Media
10/05 - Written Communi
11/05 - Diabetes
01/06 - McCarthur
02/06 - Food #1
04/06 - Toys and Kids
05/06 - ePayment
07/06 - BOP
08/06 - Buying Homes
09/06 - Wayfinding
10/06 - Food #2
10/06 - Whole Foods

Current Data

enter search term Search
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NOTE: Use this box as a guide to fit your 
screen/illustration. It will go away when 
publishing the report.

AnalysisRetrievalData 
Entry

OutputResearch Data 
ProcessingEntry featuring 

tooltips and POEMS

A second version of and entry screen is illustrated 
above. In the upper right, a tooltip is displayed. 
Rather than having to rely on printed manuals or 
other digital documents, these in-line descriptors 
guide those doing data entry to produce more 
consistent, re-usable, and comparable results. 

In the frameworks section below, POEMS is 
illustrated. Global descriptors would be entered 
through text sensitive pull-downs while project 
specific descriptors would act more like tags on 
flickr.
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People Global
global people tag

People Project
freeform people tags

global people tag

global people tag

global people tag

global people tag

Objects Global
global object tag

Objects Project
freeform object tags

global object tag

global object tag

global object tag

global object tag

Environment Global
global environ tag

Environment Proj
freeform environment
tags

global environ tag

global environ tag

global environ tag

global environ tag

Messages Global
global messages tag

Messages Project
freeform messages tags

global messages tag

global messages tag

global messages tag

global messages tag

Services Global
global services tag

Services Project
freeform people tags

global services tag

global services tag

global services tag

global services tag

Greathouse, Polly

a mom and daughter enjoy starbucks drinks on the go in
the middle of the afternoon

trips to Starbucks are a way to connect with family

talking at Starbucks is a way to connect and share 
indulgence

descriptive insight

descriptive insight

descriptive insight

Horovitz, Margo Research Book Buying coffee at Starbucks

Chicago United States

10/03/2006 Afternoon

ADD
NOTE

PRINT
OBSERVATION

ADD TO
DATA SET

SAVE

Observation Title
Description: descriptive text string
Value: alphanumerical
Format: open, short
Example: Road Laborers

Entry: Food #2 47 of 68 total observations

Browse Publish AdminEntry Analyze Welcome, Enric 11.27.2006User Insights Tool

001 - Woman in Home
002 - At the Counter
003 - Preparing to go out
004 - Warming the car
005 - Reviewing the list
006 - Buying coffee at St
007 - Dealing with spills
008 - Daughter doing ho
009 - Boys with candy
010 - Dad in kitchen

Projects

My Data Sets

Details
Motorola - music phone
Starbucks - 

05/05 - The Mailstream
08/05 - Kids and Media
10/05 - Written Communi
11/05 - Diabetes
01/06 - McCarthur
02/06 - Food #1
04/06 - Toys and Kids
05/06 - ePayment
07/06 - BOP
08/06 - Buying Homes
09/06 - Wayfinding
10/06 - Food #2
10/06 - Whole Foods

Current Data

enter search term Search
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AnalysisRetrievalData 
Entry

OutputResearch Data 
Processing

NOTE: Use this box as a guide to fit your 
screen/illustration. It will go away when 
publishing the report.
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enter search term Search

coder coderobserver source

HF’sPOEMSAM&M Moto Comments History

Entry: Base of the Pyramid       47 of 68 total observations

Project Date Location Activity Modes People

Base of the Pyramid December Arlington Collaboration Infant boy
Bose November Aukland Communication Infant girl
Food October Bombay Confrontation Toddler boy
Hewlett Packard September Chicago

Entertainment
Toddler girl

MacArthur August Delhi
Ingestion

Boy
SAP ‘06 July Glendale

Maintenance
Girl

Unilever June Hyderabad
Management

Teen boy
May Indianapolis

Negotiation
Teen girl

April Montreal
Preparation

Young man
March
February
January
2005
2004
2003
2002

New Haven
New York
Ottawa
Phoenix
Raleigh
Richmond
San Diego
San Francisco

Production
Reflection
Rest
Transaction
Transportation
Wellness

Education

Young woman
Man
Woman
Middle aged man
Middle aged woman
Old man
Old woman

Entry: Base of the Pyramid       47 of 68 total observations

Process of making chana
It is a small godown in one of the slum communities in Dharavi

Previous experience does not necessarily translate to current occupation Mode: activity global

Collaboration: Food preparation
Work: working
Communication

Activities local

warming chana
sitting on wooden bench

Process of making chana
Weighed, prepared chana packets are sealed before being sent to shops
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Rural migrants move to urban areas for economic opportunity
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Filter, find and browse observations and insights 
flexibly by multiple criteria.

Browse and Filter
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Tag Clouds are a quick and useful visualization for 
pattern recognition. In the User Insights Tool, Tag 
Clouds could be viewed for any data set and be 
sorted by the various frameworks. For example, one 
could view only the data in a set as held in POEMS, 
or just the Objects within POEMS, Activities, 
Motivations, etc. This would allow an analyst to 
rapidly see patterns across a large number of 
variables with very little effort. 

In the illustration above, a Tag Cloud of a food 
project is being displayed. In this case, it is 
surprising to see so many media and media devices 
found within the kitchen. 

Institute of Design  |  News  |  Contact  |  Help  |  Terms of Service

Analysis: Data Set Name 259 of 259 total observations

sort tags by...Data Cloud Visualizer 161 259
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Scoring an insight matrix can be a tedious process, 
made more difficult by the lack of information 
about each insight on the matrix screen. Each pair 
of insights is scored without the context of the 
observation behind them or other insights. 

The scoring slider displays the column of one 
insight and all of the insights to score it against, 
simultaneously. This makes evaluations easier and 
scoring faster. Observational data that contributed 
to each insight is shown to expose possible 
similarities that the insights alone do not reveal. By 
scoring multiple insights at once, the scoring can 
be better levelized.

Scoring Slider
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True insights come often from the analysis of un-
expected or unusual situations. The ability to spot 
these paradoxes when the amount of data available 
is overwhelming is of high importance.

Paradox spotter is a visualization tool that helps 
analysts find out unusual occurrences within a 
specific data type by ranking the values contained 
based on occurrence in the selected data set.

Once activated, a bar graph is plotted and potential 
paradoxes are shown at the top of the visualization. 
In order to enable filtering and findability, analysts 
can browse through the ranked values and remove 
the ones that are not interested in based on their 

criteria. Users interested in understanding the 
reason of the exception by looking at the insight 
where it appears, can do so by  clicking on the 
value name.

In the example illustrated above, an analyst is 
trying to understand what are the range of objects 
involved in a ‘Work Office’ environment while 
undergoing a ‘Preparation’ activity. As it can be 
seen in the bar, the more rare elements are objects 
related to eating in the office such as a lunch box 
or power bars. These are quite different from what 
you would expect in an office which predominant 
objects are usually office supplies. 
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Large projects that want to benefit from the rigor 
of the Insight Matrix have to plan for several days 
of discussion and scoring. However, not always is 
possible to dedicate the whole team to only score 
and what some teams end up doing is to either 
reduce the amount of insights to be scored or to 
cluster similar ones in order to reduce the time 
required.

The Rapid Clustering tool helps analysts to cluster 
similar insights, allows them to name this newly 
emerged rapid-clusters and shortens the time 
needed to generate clusters because what has to 
be scored now are bigger clusters.  
 

At the time of scoring, team members see on screen 
both the new name they have given to the cluster 
and the insights that form the clusters. 

This functionality gives users the advantage of 
scoring less bigger clusters while still being able to 
score rigorously by comparing them at the granular 
level of the insight.
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When companies want to enter new markets or 
target their products to new customers, there is 
a real need to understand how different the new  
competitive space is compared to the current one. 
This valuable knowledge will inform how much 
the current offering has to change in order to 
successfully compete in this new targeted scenario.

Set Comparison is an analytical tool that allows 
analysts to compare specific elements of insights 
across multiple sets of data. These sets of data can 
either be full projects or particularly aggregated  
groups of insights that have been put together 
through filtering. 

In the example illustrated above, an analyst from 
an American consumer electronics company 
that wants to enter the Indian market, wants to 
understand better the differences between both 
markets. 

To do so, she compares the insights that come from 
the India set and the US set.  She wants to know 
how different are the sets of objects related to 
Communications that are related to Communication 
activity between both countries. A plotted bar 
presents the occurrence of objects in both sets and 
shows the most common objects at the top. A first 
look at the data allows the analyst to immediately 
see the differences in habits and behaviors 
between both markets. 
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Current users of the UIT tool find very hard to gauge 
the similarity between insights due to the large 
amount of data. This has an effect on many stages 
of the process such as the Insight Matrix scoring 
stage, when scorers have to compare insights and 
have to look at all the annotated data. 

The Similarity Clustering analysis tool helps 
analysts identify and cluster similar insights by 
objectively comparing respective annotated data. 
 
Taking one insight of a larger set as a reference 
point, this tool calculates a similarity ratio based 
on shared data and sorts all the insights of the set, 
from more similar to less similar. 
Taking advantage of the fact that similarity can 
be quantified, this tool can also generate clusters 
of insights. Users can set the size of the clusters 
by setting the ‘differential cluster’ value, which 

determines the difference in percentage between 
sets of clusters. 

Similarity Clustering is a very powerful method that  
not only has the potential to decrease the time it 
takes to score an Insight Matrix but could also be 
used to automatically score a whole insight matrix. 

Some people would question the validity and 
accuracy of automatic scoring but this could 
certainly be useful in specific situations when 
teams need an early general understanding of 
the data they are dealing with or when there 
is not plenty of time and a ‘prototyped’ insight 
architecture is needed as soon as possible.
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Naming the clusters and visually generating the 
structure that comes from the multilevel clustering 
is a cumbersome task specially when matrices 
reach certain size. 

The Insights Architecture Mapper is a visualization 
tool that helps analysts generate an insights cluster 
architecture from an sorted Insight Matrix. 

Users can select the depth of the architecture by 
selecting the amount of cluster levels. A lower 
number will provide a more generic grouping while 
a higher number will provide smaller clusters and 
higher resolution in the grouping of insights.

When structure of the architecture gets visualized 
on screen, the hierarchy is plotted but the clusters 
have no name. However, users can name the 
clusters on screen by clicking on the cluster nodes 
and typing the appropriate name. 

Once user is done naming  the clusters, the 
document can be output and published in different 
format files or used in combination with other UIT 
tools such as a tool to publish research findings in 
notebooks for presentations.
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An enhanced UIT will have more structured data 
and results from analysis. The publishing assistant 
distills it all into meaningful offline formats. 
Different users will appreciate a poster displaying 
scored and grouped matrices and other data 
visualizations, a comprehensive report compiling 
data, insights and analysis, and an executive 
summary of the analyzed data.
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Users should use whatever medium they find 
comfortable in the ideation process. Observations 
or insights may be printed from the UIT onto sheets 
of Post-It notes in order to support brainstorming, 
clustering and scoring, as well as other group 
‘analog’ activities. 

Post-It Note Printing


